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Abstract

Spontaneous transitions between the native and non-native protein conformations

are normally rare events that hardly take place in typical unbiased molecular dynamics

simulations. It was recently demonstrated that such transitions can be well described

by a reaction coordinate, Q, that represents the collective fraction of the native contacts

between the protein atoms. Here we attempt to use this reaction coordinate to enhance

the conformational sampling. We perform umbrella sampling simulations with bias-

ing potentials on Q for two model proteins, Trp-Cage and BBA, using the CHARMM

force field. Hamiltonian replica exchange is implemented in these simulations to further

facilitate the sampling. The simulations appear to have reached satisfactory conver-

gence, resulting in unbiased free energies as a function of Q. In addition to the native

structure, multiple folded conformations are identified in the reconstructed equilibrium

ensemble. Some conformations without any native contacts nonetheless have rather

compact geometries and are stabilized by hydrogen bonds not present in the native
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structure. Whereas the enhanced sampling along Q reasonably reproduces the equi-

librium conformational space, we also find that the folding of an α-helix in Trp-Cage

is a slow degree of freedom orthogonal to Q and therefore cannot be accelerated by

biasing the reaction coordinate. Overall, we conclude that whereas Q is an excellent

parameter to analyze the simulations, it is not necessarily a perfect reaction coordinate

for enhanced sampling, and better incorporation of other slow degrees of freedom may

further improve this reaction coordinate.

1 Introduction

The function of a protein is determined by its three-dimensional structures.1,2 Many proteins

adopt a specific folded conformation, referred to as the native structure, under physiological

conditions. Thermodynamically, the native structure typically corresponds to a minimum in

the free energy surface. Early theoretical analysis suggested that the native structure would

obey the minimal frustration principle,3,4 and recent simulation studies further revealed that

the native structure also serves as a kinetic hub that connects multiple highly distinct non-

native conformations.5 Indeed, the native structure is not necessarily the only conformation

adopted by a protein, and there may exist an equilibrium between the native structure and

the non-native (such as disordered and extended) conformations. The thermodynamics and

kinetics for the transitions between the native and the non-native protein structures, such as

the folding rate,6 the transition state,7 and the intermediates states,8 have been extensively

studied for decades.

Computational methods such as molecular dynamics (MD) simulations9 are powerful

tools to complement protein folding experiments. Among all the MD methods, the most

straightforward approach is to directly simulate a protein in its natural environment and

observe the spontaneous transitions between the native and the non-native conformations.

If the simulation is long enough such that a statistically sufficient number of transitions occur,

all thermodynamic and kinetic quantities of protein folding can be directly obtained from
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the simulation trajectory. Thanks to the breakthrough in specialized computer hardware

and algorithm, all-atom simulations of millisecond time scale have been achieved,10,11 which

allowed direct observation of folding/unfolding transitions for a number of small proteins

with relatively fast kinetics. Alternatively, a variety of enhanced sampling methods have been

applied to simulate protein folding.9,12,13 Some of these methods, such as umbrella sampling

(US)14,15 and metadynamics,16 employ non-Boltzmann sampling with biasing potentials to

accelerate the transitions over the energy barriers. Similar acceleration can also be achieved,

e.g., in weighted ensemble simulations,17,18 by generating multiple replicas to enhance the

sampling in regions with low equilibrium probabilities. In all of the methods above, the

unbiased equilibrium thermodynamics can be reconstructed from the simulation trajectories,

based on rigorous theories in statistical mechanics. In addition, serial or parallel tempering19

can be employed in methods such as replica exchange MD (REMD) simulations,20,21 in which

multiple replicas are run in parallel and periodically attempt to exchange their temperatures

or biasing potentials.22–25

An exact protein conformation must be described in a multidimensional space. Indeed,

the conformational space for proteins has been successfully described by Markov state mod-

els.26 Alternatively, in many cases it is also desirable to project the high-dimensional protein

conformations onto a single reaction coordinate (or order parameter) to simplify the analysis.

Once such a reaction coordinate is defined, its equilibrium probability distribution can be

determined from the equilibrium ensemble of the protein conformations and will correspond

to a free energy as a function of the reaction coordinate. With a “good” reaction coordinate

for protein folding, the associated free energy would not only clearly distinguish the native

and the non-native states, but also reflect the kinetic barrier for the transitions.

Many common reaction coordinates for protein folding are based on the fraction of native

contacts.27 A contact is usually defined as a pair of residues that are spatially close (shorter

than some cut-off distance) but not in sequence proximity, and all such contacts in the native

structure constitute the set of native contacts. One can then examine how many of the native
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contacts are present or absent in any given conformation based on the inter-residue distances.

As a simple criterion, a Heaviside step function28 can be used to map a distance to a contact

number, which can be either 0 or 1 as determined by the cut-off distance. Other criteria assign

a non-integer contact number between 0 and 1 using a continuous function of the distance,

such as Gaussian29–31 or Fermi-Dirac distribution functions.11,15,32–35 The sum of the contact

numbers in the given conformation, as a fraction of the maximum possible total number (as

in the native structure), can then be defined as the reaction coordinate, with a value close

to 1 and 0 representing the native and the non-native states, respectively. Alternative to the

native contacts, reaction coordinates can also be defined based on dihedral angles,36–38 native

hydrogen bonds,15 the number of core water molecules,39,40 as well as holistic parameters

such as radius of gyration28 and root-mean-square deviation (RMSD).41

Recently, Best et al.42 analyzed the trajectories of millisecond-long unbiased MD sim-

ulations11 of some small proteins and concluded that a reaction coordinate based on the

collective fraction of native contacts characterizes the folding/unfolding transitions remark-

ably well.42 In principle, once a good reaction coordinate is identified, enhanced sampling

along that coordinate could provide the conformational thermodynamics in a potentially

more efficient way compared to the straightforward unbiased simulations. Here we test this

strategy by performing US along the reaction coordinate mentioned above, as similarly done

in some earlier studies.15,43–45 Our all-atom simulations are performed with explicit solvent,

and we employ the Hamiltonian REMD technique22 to facilitate the US14,15 in this study.

We use two small proteins, Trp-Cage46 and zinc finger motif (BBA),47 as the test cases

here. Trp-Cage is a 20-residue protein that can fold rapidly to a stable structure. BBA is

a 28-residue protein with a native structure that consists of two β-sheets and one α-helix.

Both proteins have been extensively studied in previous simulations.11,21,46–49 We determine

the free energy profile and reconstruct the equilibrium ensemble for each protein from the

simulations here.

Our simulations serve as a case study for using the reaction coordinate based on the native
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contacts to sample protein conformations. Through detailed analysis, we demonstrate the

effectiveness and the problems with this approach. Although we specifically adopted US

in this study, we note that many other enhanced sampling methods also require a pre-

determined reaction coordinate and would have similar problems with the folding reaction

coordinate examined here.

2 Methods

In this study, we focus on the folding of two proteins, Trp-Cage46 and BBA,47 which have also

been extensively studied in previous simulations.5,11,21,41,46–49 In particular, Lindorff-Larsen

et al.11 performed long unbiased simulations on the two proteins, and Best et al.42 analyzed

the simulation trajectories using a reaction coordinate representing the collective fraction

of native contacts. Here we take the reaction coordinate above and perform US14,15 simu-

lations with Hamiltonian Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (HREMD)22 to reproduce

the equilibrium ensemble for the proteins. The computational details are provided below.

1. System Setup. Both of our simulation systems are similar to the ones used in Lindorff-

Larsen et al.11 The first protein is a Trp-Cage mutant, denoted as TC10b (PDB: 2JOF50),

with the sequence DAYAQWLADGGPSSGRPPPS. In comparison to the wild type, residue

8 in the sequence is mutated from LYS to ALA.11 The simulation system consists of the

protein in a solution of 1639 water molecules and 65 mM NaCl. The total number of atoms

in the Trp-Cage simulation system is 5230. The second protein, BBA (PDB: 1FME47), with

the sequence EQYTAKYKGRTFRNEKELRDFIEKFKGR, was solvated with 2978 water

molecules and four Chloride ions. The simulation system for BBA consists of a total of

9442 atoms. We adopted the standard protonation state at pH 7 for all residues of the two

proteins. For both proteins, the first frame in the PDB file was taken as the native structure

in this study.

We adopted the CHARMM (Ver. c36, released in December 2013) protein force field32,51,52
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and the TIP3P water model53 in this study. The MD simulations were carried out using

the NAMD2 program54 with a time step of 2 fs and in the NPT ensemble with the periodic

boundary conditions. A constant pressure of 1 atm was obtained by applying the Nose-

Hoover Langevin piston method,55 and a Langevin thermostat with a damping coefficient

of 1 ps−1 was used to maintain the constant temperature of the system. The SHAKE56 and

SETTLE57 algorithms were used to maintain rigid bonds involving all hydrogen atoms. We

used a 12 Å cut-off for non-bonded interactions, with a smooth switching function starting

at 10 Å. Full electrostatics was calculated every 4 fs using the particle mesh Ewald (PME)

method.58

The two systems were first minimized and equilibrated for a total of 10 ns. In the

equilibration phase, the temperatures of the Trp-Cage and the BBA systems were 290 K

and 325 K, respectively, although Trp-Cage was simulated at two additional temperatures

as well, as will be described later.

2. Reaction Coordinate. We adopt the same reaction coordinate in Best et al.42 based on

the fraction of native contacts. The set of native contacts is defined from the native structure.

Specifically, a pair of heavy atoms (i, j) in residues Ri and Rj is counted as a native contact

if |Ri−Rj| > 3 and the interatomic distance r0
ij in the native structure is smaller than 4.5 Å.

In our case, the number of native contacts identified from the crystal structure is N = 156

and N = 279 for Trp-Cage and BBA, respectively. Assuming that the atom pair (i, j) is

one of the native contacts, we use rij(X) to denote the distance between the two atoms in

a given protein conformation X. The reaction coordinate Q for any conformation X is then

determined by the distances for the N pairs of atoms in this conformation:42

Q(X) =
1

N

N∑
ij

1

1 + exp[β(rij(X)− λr0
ij)]

, (1)

with λ = 1.8 and a smoothing parameter β = 5.0 Å−1. The summand in the equation above

is effectively a pairwise contact strength that approaches 1 when the distance rij is small
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and approaches 0 when rij is large, thus quantifying the degree of contact between the two

atoms. The reaction coordinate (Q) is the average over all pairwise contact strengths, thus

representing the collective fraction of the native contacts present in a given conformation. A

value of Q close to 1 indicates that the protein is in the native state because all of the native

contacts are intact. In contrast, Q ∼ 0 corresponds to completely non-native structures with

all the native contacts broken.

3. Umbrella Sampling Simulations. We employed a total of 32 umbrella windows. The

biasing potential in window i is in the harmonic form:

Ui(X) =
K

2
[Q(X)− qi]2, (2)

in which i = 1, . . . , 32. The spring constant K was taken to be 1400 kcal/mol for all the

simulations in this study, and qi is the center of each harmonic biasing potential. The values

of qi (i = 1, . . . , 32) cover the range from 0 to 1 with a uniform spacing of 1/31.

To start the US simulations, we need a set of initial conformations with the reaction

coordinate close to the qi in each window. One common method to generate a diverse

set of conformations is to run an equilibrium simulation at high temperatures.15 Here we

instead adopted pulling simulations, similar to the steered molecular dynamics,59 for this

purpose. Specifically, we performed a simulation to drive the system from the native state

(Q ∼ 1) to the non-native state (Q ∼ 0), by sequentially applying the 32 umbrella potentials

for 0.4 ns each. The simulation thus lasted for a total of 12.8 ns. From this simulation

trajectory, frames with the reaction coordinate close to each qn were then selected as the

initial coordinates for the respective umbrella window.

In the US, the umbrella windows were sampled by the same number of individual simu-

lations (each referred to as a replica), and HREMD22 was implemented to allow two neigh-

boring windows to swap their replicas. The exchange was attempted every 200 time steps

(i.e., 0.4 ps). Suppose that umbrella windows i and j are a pair of neighbors, and that at the
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time of an exchange attempt, the current reaction coordinates are Qi and Qj, respectively. A

swap would thus change the combined Hamiltonian by ∆E = K(Qi−Qj)(qi− qj), in which

qi, qj, and K are from the harmonic biasing potential (Eq. 2). We accept the exchange with

a probability of min[exp(− ∆E
kBT

), 1] according to the Metropolis Criterion.22 If the exchange

is accepted, the two umbrella windows will swap their replicas, thus effectively exchanging

the system microstates (coordinates, velocities, etc.).

We performed a total of four sets of US simulations, including the Trp-Cage system at

270 K, 280 K, and 290 K, and the BBA system at 325 K. Each simulation of Trp-Cage

was run for 3.00 µs per window, or a total of 96.00 µs for the 32 windows. The simulation

of BBA was run for 1.01 µs per window, or 32.32 µs in total. The initial coordinates for

the Trp-Cage simulation at 290 K and the BBA simulation were taken from the pulling

simulations described earlier. The last frames of the Trp-Cage simulation (290 K) were then

used to initiate the US simulations at 280 K and 270 K.

4. Analysis. The second half of the trajectories was used for the analysis of each simulation.

Due to replica exchange, each umbrella window may be sampled by different replicas at

different times of the simulation. We thus first reassembled the trajectories for each umbrella

window. From these trajectories, we constructed the histograms of Q for each window, using

a uniform bin width of ∆Q = 1.1× 10−4 for the Trp-Cage simulations and ∆Q = 2.0× 10−4

for the BBA simulation. Then the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM)60,61 was

used to calculate the equilibrium free energy as a function of Q.

With the equilibrium probability distribution of Q and the trajectories from the US simu-

lations, we can reconstruct the equilibrium ensemble and obtain the probability distribution

for any given parameter R, such as RMSD or radius of gyration. Specifically, we first group

all frames in the simulation trajectories according to their values of Q. For each set of frames

with the same Q, we construct the histogram for R as an estimate for the conditional proba-

bility P (R|Q). In addition, PQ(Q), the marginal distribution for Q, is directly obtained from

WHAM or the free energy G(Q). The joint equilibrium probability for R and Q is therefore
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given by P (R,Q) = P (R|Q)PQ(Q).

3 Results

As described in Methods, we performed US simulations with HREMD22 on the Trp-Cage46

and BBA47 systems, using a reaction coordinate42 Q based on the native contacts. The

Trp-Cage system was simulated at three different temperatures.

3.1 Equilibrium distributions along the reaction coordinate

Figure 1a shows the free energy profiles as a function of the reaction coordinate Q, obtained

from the US simulation trajectories by WHAM.60,61 The statistical errors were estimated

from the uncertainties of the mean forces at each window.60 Overall, the free energy profiles

here do not appear to describe a typical two-state system that has two major metastable

states separated by a prominent energetic barrier. Instead, the profiles feature multiple

minima and peaks with magnitudes not significantly larger than kBT , thus indicating a

continuous spectrum of intermediate conformations at equilibrium. In general, the locations

of the major free energy barriers in our profiles are qualitatively similar to those reported by

Best et al.42 for the long unbiased simulations,11 although the magnitudes are not in good

agreement. We caution that due to the different force fields adopted, the two studies are not

expected to yield similar quantitative results. Figure 2a shows the cumulative distribution

function (CDF) that integrates the equilibrium probability along Q. For Trp-Cage at the

three temperatures, the free energies and the CDFs show that the equilibrium populations of

the native (with large Q) and the non-native (with small Q) states are roughly comparable.

For BBA at 325 K, in contrast, the vast majority of the equilibrium population is in the

non-native state.

Any MD sampling has to start with some initial coordinates of the system, and conver-

gence is only achieved when the “memory” has been completely lost and the results become
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independent of the initial state. In our case here, although we discarded the first half of

the trajectories in our analysis, slow equilibration in degrees of freedom orthogonal to the

reaction coordinate could still potentially give rise to convergence issues. For umbrella sam-

pling, one way to detect such issues is to examine the consistency between the histograms

from neighboring windows. As described in Ref. 60, the two neighboring histograms should

ideally predict a consensus probability distribution for the overlapping region. Insufficient

sampling of the orthogonal degrees of freedom, or hysteresis, often manifests itself as an

inconsistency between the histograms.60 Therefore, for every pair of adjacent umbrella win-

dows, we compared their consensus probability distributions (under a common potential)

reconstructed from the two histograms. For such comparison, we adopted the inconsistency

coefficient θ(i,i+1) defined in Ref. 60 based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. A θ value much

larger than 1 would indicate an abnormal inconsistency between the two histograms. Fig-

ure 2b shows that all θ values from our simulations are below 1.05, and therefore no major

inconsistency is detected. This analysis thus suggests that the calculated statistical errors

here are reasonable estimates for the actual sampling errors.

HREMD22 was implemented in our simulations, with the exchange rates between neigh-

boring windows in the range of 20%-40%. In this scheme, the biasing potential on each

replica undergoes a discrete random walk during the simulation.62 The behavior of such

random walk, quantified by parameters such as the transmission factors,62 could also poten-

tially reveal regions with slow relaxation in the degrees of freedom orthogonal to the reaction

coordinate.62 The calculated transmission factors for our simulations did not exhibit signif-

icant variations62 across different regions of Q, and thus did not indicate any particularly

problematic region for the sampling. Figure 3 shows the umbrella windows sampled by each

replica during the simulations. The sampled ranges for the individual replicas are clearly very

different. The majority of the replicas visited a substantial range of the umbrella windows,

with few covering almost the entire Q-range while some only covering a narrow section. It

is well known that due to the effect of replica sorting,62 the replicas in HREMD simulations
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tend to be trapped in local regions.

The ultimate validation of an enhanced sampling method (such as US) would be a direct

comparison to ideally long unbiased simulations. Although millisecond simulations11 were

not affordable here, we performed unbiased simulations from the native state of Trp-Cage at

280 K as an additional test. Specifically, we took a total of 32 frames in the US trajectories,

with the reaction coordinate Q ranging from 0.94 to 0.98. From each frame, we initiated

an unbiased simulation (without any restraint) for 344 ns. The histograms of each simu-

lation from the second half (172 ns) of the trajectory are shown in figure 4 (dotted lines).

Remarkably, the histograms from these individual simulations are still significantly different

from each other after 344 ns, thus indicating that the equilibration is not very fast even

when the protein is near the local free energy minimum for the native conformation, pre-

sumably due to the effects of other degrees of freedom. Whereas the protein in most unbiased

simulations stayed in the native conformation during the 344 ns, we also observed a single

spontaneous partial unfolding transition in one simulation, with the protein converted to

some intermediate conformations with Q ∼ 0.4. Overall, despite the large variations among

the individual histograms, their average is in reasonable agreement with the prediction from

the US simulations (Figure 4).

In principle, with the knowledge of the free energy and the diffusion coefficients along

the reaction coordinate, one may further obtain the kinetics of the transition.63,64 Although

we performed some additional US simulations to calculate the diffusion coefficients,65 the

statistical uncertainties appeared to be very large. Furthermore, the thermodynamics here

does not indicate a two-state transition, as mentioned earlier. Therefore, we did not further

estimate the folding/unfolding rates for the transition as in other studies.63,64

3.2 Energetics of the conformational space

The Gibbs free energy (G) can be decomposed as the enthalpy (H) and the entropy (S):

G = H−TS. Our US simulations could provide these thermodynamic quantities for different
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conformational states (described by Q). As discussed earlier, the free energy as a function

of Q was calculated by WHAM.60,61 Furthermore, we calculated the enthalpy for each frame

in the simulation trajectories as H = U + PV , in which U is the potential energy for the

underlying atomic interactions, V is the volume of the simulation system, and P is the

pressure. Under the constant pressure of 1 atm, the variations in the PV term are much

smaller than in the potential energy U . We took the average for all snapshots with the same

Q as the enthalpy value at that Q. The entropy was then determined from the difference

between the free energy and the enthalpy.

The enthalpy and entropy of each system are shown in figure 1, b and c, along with

the free energy. In general, the variations in the enthalpy here are larger than in the free

energy. For BBA, as expected, the minimum enthalpy is at large Q representing the native

state. For Trp-Cage, surprisingly, the enthalpy for the native state is actually not the global

minimum. Instead, the enthalpy minimum for Trp-Cage is at Q ∼ 0.5, thus suggesting that

some intermediate conformations, as will be described in more details later, actually have

even more favorable potential energies than the native structure.

We also attempted to calculate the heat capacity for the conformations at different Q,

obtained from the equilibrium energy fluctuation. However, the statistical uncertainties in

this calculation are too large to reveal any clear difference of the heat capacity across the

range of Q.

3.3 Stability of the native contacts

The Trp-Cage crystal structure consists of a short α-helix (residues 2–9) and a Polyproline-II

segment (residues 16–19) connected by a loop (residues 10–15) that contains a 310-helix. The

indole ring of the tryptophan residue (W6) is located at the center of the protein and makes

contact with all of the three segments. Our simulation trajectories reveal different degrees

of stability for the three segments, as shown in figure 5 for the average fraction of the native

contacts between each pair of protein residues for conformations at different Q. The contact
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maps for all three temperatures are quite similar, with the ones for 270 K and 290 K shown

in the figure. Whereas the reaction coordinate Q is essentially an aggregate of the pairwise

contacts, the maps indicate that the individual contact strengths do not simply increase

linearly with Q from the non-native to the native states. Instead, the pairwise contacts

are formed in different stages, thus implying different stabilities for the three segments. In

particular, the α-helix appears to have the most stable secondary structure. At a relatively

low Q (0.3 or 0.4), the signature contacts within the α-helix already become prominent.

In contrast, contacts involving the Polyproline-II and the loop segments appear to be less

stable. For example, the native contacts between W6 and those two segments only start to

form at Q = 0.7. Finally, some native contacts are quite weak even in the highly native

conformations. For instance, the average contact strength for the D9-R16 salt bridge is

smaller than 0.3 among the conformations at Q = 0.9.

Some insight on the relative stability can also be gained from the spontaneous transition

away from the native structure observed in the unbiased simulation described earlier. In this

transition, the α-helix remained essentially unchanged whereas the loop and the Polyproline-

II segment underwent large deviations from the initial native conformation. In the end of

the partial transition, the protein is in a partly native conformation with an intact α-helix.

This observation is consistent with our conclusion of a more stable α-helix and suggests that

the unfolding of the α-helix would be the last step in reaching the completely non-native

conformation.

3.4 Radius of gyration

The free energies discussed above are directly related to the marginal probability distribution

of Q at equilibrium, with all other degrees of freedom integrated out. It is thus possible that

highly distinct conformations are mapped to a same value of Q. In the meantime, other

parameters can be introduced to represent the equilibrium ensemble from different angles.

As described in Methods, we can project the equilibrium ensemble onto any parameters and
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obtain the joint probability distribution. The free energy as a function of those relevant

parameters may then reveal conformational states that otherwise cannot be distinguished

by Q alone.

One relevant order parameter is the radius of gyration, Rg, which measures the geo-

metric extendedness of the protein conformation.4,28 Figure 6 shows two-dimensional free

energies as a function of Q and Rg, obtained from their joint probability distribution in the

equilibrium ensemble. Qualitatively, the free energy maps for all simulations exhibit some

common features. At large Q, the protein is in the native state, and Rg is therefore narrowly

distributed around the value for the crystal structure. As Q decreases, the sampled range

of Rg becomes increasingly larger, indicating the presence of more extended conformations.

However, all major free energy minima, regardless of Q, are located at small values of Rg,

and therefore the vast majority of the equilibrium population has Rg values similar to the

crystal structure. Even for the non-native state near Q = 0 with all the native contacts

completely lost, highly extended conformations (with large Rg) only represent a very small

fraction of the population. These observations indicate that the non-native states here, albeit

completely different from the crystal structure, are still folded in fairly compact geometries.

The two-dimensional free energy maps reveal a number of metastable conformations that

are not clearly distinguishable in the one-dimensional profile. Some of the conformations

are shown in figure 6 for Trp-Cage at 270 K. At Q ∼ 1, conformation A is the native state

as defined by the crystal structure. Around Q ∼ 0.5, conformations B–D are partly native

conformations with the α-helix similar to the crystal structure but the loop region highly

different, especially for conformations C and D. In conformation B, the R16 guanidinium

group simultaneously forms salt bridges with the carboxylate groups of both D1 and D9.

In conformation C, the Polyproline-II segment contacts the α-helix, and the W6 indole ring

forms an H-bond with the backbone carbonyl group of P12 or S13. Conformation D is similar

to conformation C, except that the W6 indole ring H-bonds with the backbone carbonyl

group of S14, G15 or R16, or with the sidechain of S13. At low values of Q, conformations
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E–I correspond to completely non-native structures. Among them, conformation I is a

fully extended structure with the maximum Rg (17 Å). The equilibrium population of this

extended conformation, however, is small in comparison to other non-native conformations.

Those conformations (E–H) have lost almost all of the native contacts but nonetheless are

nearly as compact (with Rg 7–9 Å) as the native structure (with Rg 6.9 Å). They are mainly

stabilized by a different set of H-bonds that are not present in the native structure, as will

be further discussed later.

Overall, the Q-Rg free energy maps (Figure 6) of Trp-Cage at the three temperatures

are qualitatively similar. The average Rg in the entire equilibrium ensemble is 8.1 Å, 7.8

Å, and 8.0 Å at 270 K, 280 K, and 290 K, respectively. However, the free energy minima

corresponding to the distinct conformations discussed above are most prominent at 270 K,

although those conformations can indeed be found (with somewhat lower probabilities) in

the equilibrium ensembles at 280 K and 290 K as well. In addition, the relative free energy

at small Q for 270 K is lower than that for the other two temperatures, thus indicating

that the equilibrium population of the non-native conformations (such as the fully extended

conformation) is higher at 270 K. For protein BBA, the two-dimensional free energy map

indicates that the non-native state (with low Q) is more predominant than the other states

(Figure 6), also consistent with its one-dimensional G(Q) profile (Figure 1a). Similar to the

case of Trp-Cage, the majority of the non-native BBA conformations are relatively compact,

with Rg comparable to its native structure.

3.5 Hydrogen bonds

H-bonds are believed to play important roles in the stability of protein conformations.39,66 We

identified all H-bonds in the simulation trajectories, using a criterion that the donor-acceptor

(which can be N or O atoms) distance be smaller than 4.0 Å and the donor-H-acceptor angle

be larger than 140◦. The identified H-bonds are classified as native hydrogen bond (NHB)

or non-native hydrogen bond (N-NHB), depending on whether they are present in the native
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crystal structure or not. Using the criteria above, there are a total of 12 NHBs in the crystal

structure. One NHB is actually a salt bridge between the guanidinium group of R16 and

the carboxylate group of D9. Another NHB is between the sidechain indole ring of W6 and

the backbone carbonyl group of R16. The other 10 NHBs are between the backbone amide

N−H and the carbonyl C−−O groups in residues 1–15.

Figure 7 shows two-dimensional free energy maps determined from the joint probability

distribution of Q and the number of NHBs or N-NHBs in the equilibrium ensemble of Trp-

Cage. As expected, the number of NHBs strongly correlates with Q, the fraction of the native

contacts. For the free energy basin corresponding to the native state, most conformations

have at least 7 NHBs. There are typically 4–6 NHBs in the intermediate conformations

with Q between 0.3 and 0.7, whereas the non-native conformations have no more than 3

NHBs. In contrast, the number of N-NHBs does not appear to depend on Q. Even for

the completely non-native conformations with Q ∼ 0, the number of N-NHBs is similar to

that in the native conformations. As discussed earlier, most conformations at Q ∼ 0 still

have folded geometries that are almost as compact as the native structure. Results here

thus suggest that these compact non-native conformations are stabilized by different sets of

H-bonds that are not present in the native structure.

3.6 Folding of the α-helix in Trp-Cage

As described earlier, the α-helix at the N-terminal of Trp-Cage is largely intact in the partly

native conformations, thus suggesting that the forming of this α-helix would be an important

step in the folding transition. We calculated the RMSD values (denoted as RMSDhx) of the

Cα atoms in the α-helix for all conformations in the simulation trajectories, using the native

α-helix structure as the reference. Figure 8 displays the two-dimensional free energy maps

as a function of Q and RMSDhx for the equilibrium ensemble. Interestingly, the free energies

exhibit a more prominent two-state signature along the RMSDhx parameter than along Q.

There are two major minima along RMSDhx: the minimum at RMSDhx ∼ 0 corresponds to
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the folded α-helix (such as conformations A–D in figure 6), and the minimum around 3–5 Å

corresponds to the completely unfolded helix (such as conformations E–I in figure 6). Some

intermediate conformations (with RMSDhx around 2 Å) of a partially folded α-helix also

exist, but only with minor populations. Overall, there thus exists an energetic barrier along

RMSDhx, as also identified in an earlier REMD study.67 The free energy maps also show that

the transitions along RMSDhx would occur when Q is around 0.3. Some folding/unfolding

transitions of the α-helix are described in Supporting Information.

4 Discussion

In this study, using a reaction coordinate representing the collective fraction of the native

contacts, we carried out US14 simulations in combination with HREMD22 to sample the

protein conformational space. Overall, the free energy calculation (Figure 1a) appears to

have converged, and the consistency test (Figure 2b) suggests that the statistical errors

in the free energy have been reasonably estimated. The equilibrium ensemble of protein

conformations thus appears to be satisfactorily reconstructed from these simulations.

The reconstructed equilibrium ensembles reveal multiple folded conformations for the two

proteins here, Trp-Cage and BBA. The reaction coordinate Q only quantifies the resemblance

to the native structure but does not describe the compactness of the conformation. In fact,

the non-native state does not merely consist of disordered or extended conformations. Even

at Q ∼ 0, with all native contacts completely broken, the majority of the populations are still

comprised of well-defined conformations almost as compact as the native structure (Figure 6),

and these folded conformations are stabilized by some H-bonds (Figure 7) not present in the

native structure. For Trp-Cage, some alternatively folded conformations have even lower

enthalpy than the native structure (Figure 1b). In the presence of such conformations,68

therefore, the conformational space would not be described by a simple two-state model

with a folded conformation and an unfolded state of disordered conformations.
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For Trp-Cage, the α-helix at the N-terminal plays an important role in the folding of this

protein. UV resonance Raman spectroscopy69 detected in the unfolded ensemble the presence

of compact intermediate conformations with the intact α-helix, and concluded that the Trp-

Cage is not a two-state folder.69 Infrared spectroscopy also indicated that the α-helix is fully

formed in the folding transition state.70 These conclusions were further supported by recent

simulations.71 Our simulations here showed that the α-helix is more stable than other parts

of the protein (Figure 5) and is largely intact in the intermediate conformations at Q ∼ 0.5.

Furthermore, the spontaneous partial unfolding transition in one of our unbiased simulations

showed that the α-helix remained intact when other parts of the protein deviated from

the native conformation. Therefore, our simulations are fully consistent with the previous

findings that the α-helix is formed at the early folding stage, although we caution that

the Trp-Cage sequences in those experimental studies69,70 are slightly different from ours.

Importantly, our reconstructed equilibrium ensemble revealed that the transition between

the folded and unfolded α-helix is almost orthogonal to the reaction coordinate Q (Figure 8).

Consequently, the restraint on Q in the US simulations cannot enhance the sampling of the

α-helix conformations, which would thus compromise the sampling efficiency and contribute

to the statistical errors in the free energy. Furthermore, the one-dimensional free energy

as a function of Q does not reflect the energetic barrier between the folded and unfolded

conformations of the α-helix (Figure 8). In fact, the folding of the α-helix resembles a two-

state process more than the folding of the entire Trp-Cage does, as also noted in previous

experiments.69

Trp-Cage at various temperatures has been studied in NMR experiments.68,72 Here we

carried out simulations at three different temperatures (270 K, 280 K, and 290 K) for this

protein. Whereas the reconstructed equilibrium ensembles at these temperatures are qualita-

tively similar to each other, it is notable that the non-native state turns out to have a higher

equilibrium probability at the lowest temperature (270 K) than at the other temperatures

(Figure 2a). This somewhat unexpected result may be attributed to several factors. First,
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given the relatively small magnitude of the free energies here, the statistical errors in our

calculation are relatively large. Consequently, the differences in the calculated equilibrium

probabilities at the three temperatures are not much larger than the estimated statistical

uncertainty. More importantly, as discussed earlier, the equilibrium ensembles consist of mul-

tiple folded conformations. Some alternatively folded conformations are enthalpically even

more favorable than the native structure (Figure 1b). Consequently, lowering the tempera-

ture is not guaranteed to shift the equilibrium toward the native structure and away from

other folded conformations. In fact, at the lowest temperature (270 K) here, the completely

non-native conformations (at Q ∼ 0) have even lower relative enthalpies, which could be

responsible for their higher equilibrium populations than at the other temperatures. Finally,

some Trp-Cage mutant was found to exhibit cold denaturation at low temperatures,73,74 and

this mechanism remains a possibility in our case as well.

Despite some qualitative agreement, our results considerably deviate from previous simu-

lations.11,42 Most notably, here some compact non-native Trp-Cage conformations have even

lower enthalpies than the native structure does, which is clearly unexpected. For BBA,

moreover, our free energy profile (Figure 1a) indicates that the non-native state is signif-

icantly more stable (by ∼4 kcal/mol) than the native state, which is also different from

previous simulations.11 Such discrepancies are most likely due to the force field issues. First,

our version of the CHARMM36 force field was retrieved before the most recent updates

for improving the sampling of disordered protein states. More importantly, oversampling of

compact conformations has been identified as a common deficiency of some force fields,75–78

and the high populations of compact conformations in our equilibrium ensemble may well

be due to such artifacts. In addition, the CHARMM force field is known to over-stabilize

the interaction between the guanidinium and the carboxylate groups,79,80 thus very likely

responsible for the unexpectedly low enthalpy for the Trp-Cage conformations at Q ∼ 0.5,

some of which (Figure 6, conformation B) are indeed stabilized by salt bridges between the

ARG and ASP residues. Although the optimized CHARMM22* force field79 appears to pro-
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duce excellent results in folding simulations,11 the predicted enthalpy for Trp-Cage still has

a large discrepancy11 with experiments. In light of such problems, it should be worthwhile to

use the many available NMR data68,72 on small model proteins such as Trp-Cage to validate

and calibrate the force fields.81

As mentioned before, with a good reaction coordinate, many enhanced sampling meth-

ods, including the US simulations adopted in this study, can be applied to sample the protein

conformations. Here we demonstrated that using Q as the reaction coordinate, US in com-

bination with HREMD22 could reasonably sample the protein conformational space and

reconstruct the equilibrium ensemble. The efficiency of such methods relative to the un-

biased simulations, however, clearly depends on the underlying kinetics. For the Trp-Cage

with relatively fast transition rates here, given the aggregated simulation times one could al-

ternatively obtain multiple spontaneous transitions in unbiased simulations. The advantage

of the US approach is therefore not prominent here (other than a technical gain of much

better parallel efficiency). However, the required sampling time for unbiased simulations

may increase by many orders of magnitude for proteins with slow kinetics. Even for BBA,

a fast-folding protein, because the system is not at the melting temperature10,11 here, in

unbiased simulations the protein would predominantly stay in the non-native state and the

spontaneous transitions will be significantly less frequent, thus requiring much longer simu-

lation times. In contrast, with a good reaction coordinate, the computational cost for the

US14,15 and other enhanced sampling methods would not be nearly as sensitive to the height

and skewness of the underlying free energy, and they have been routinely used to calculate

free energies with high barriers in many applications. Furthermore, unlike the temperature

replica exchange simulations which typically require more replicas for systems of higher atom

count (such as in the explicit-solvent simulations), the enhanced sampling methods based on

a reaction coordinate can be readily applied to systems of any size.

On the other hand, the success of the US as well as many other methods critically

depend on the quality of the adopted reaction coordinate. An ideal reaction coordinate
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should ensure that all orthogonal motions can be well equilibrated within the simulation

time. A poor reaction coordinate could severely compromise the sampling efficiency as well

as cause other problems. The fraction of the native contacts, Q, appears to be a reasonable

reaction coordinate, as we could generate the non-native states and reproduce the equilibrium

distribution by applying restraints on Q alone in the simulations. On the other hand, Q is

probably not always a perfect reaction coordinate for enhanced sampling, as we also identified

slow equilibration of an orthogonal degree of freedom, i.e., the folding/unfolding of the α-

helix, for the protein Trp-Cage here. In such cases, Hamiltonian replica exchange could

somewhat alleviate the problem of slow orthogonal relaxations and facilitate the sampling

along an imperfect reaction coordinate.62 We also note that the identified problems with Q

may be partly due to the force field issues discussed earlier, as Q was shown to be a very

good reaction coordinate42 to analyze folding simulations11 using the CHARMM22* force

field. Nonetheless, our finding in this study suggests that the reaction coordinate Q could

be improved, e.g., by better incorporating the slow degrees of freedom representing the α-

helix conformation for Trp-Cage, and that an improved reaction coordinate should further

enhance the sampling efficiency.
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Figures

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Energetics along the reaction coordinate Q from the US simulations. a) The free
energy profiles calculated from the WHAM60,61 equations. The statistical errors are with
respect to the difference between the free energy value at the given position and the average
value of the entire profile, and were estimated from the uncertainties in the mean force
at each umbrella window.60 b) The profile of average enthalpy along Q. c) The entropy
multiplied by the temperature.
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b)

a)

Figure 2: a) Cumulative distribution function obtained by integrating the equilibrium prob-
ability distribution along Q. The error bars at each data point were estimated separately.
For any given point Qi, the upper and lower bounds (taken as ±1 standard deviation) for
the profile of the free energy differences relative to Qi were obtained (similarly from the
statistical errors in the mean force for each window) and used to calculate the upper and
lower limits for the cumulative probability at Qi. b) Inconsistency coefficient θ for pairs of
histograms in the adjacent umbrella windows.60
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= 0 = 1 = 0 = 1

Figure 3: The umbrella windows that each replica sampled during the second half of the US
simulations.
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Unbiased simulations

Umbrella sampling simulations
Average of the unbiased simulations

Figure 4: Data from the 32 unbiased simulations (344 ns each) at the native state of Trp-
Cage at 280 K. For each unbiased simulation, the histogram from the second half (172 ns)
of the trajectory is shown as a dotted line. The average of the 32 histograms is shown as the
dashed line. The solid line shows the normalized equilibrium probabilities for the range of
Q representing the native conformation, which were calculated from the US simulations (cf.
figure 1a).
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Figure 5: The fraction of the native contacts (or the average contact strength) between each
pair of residues in the Trp-Cage conformations with different Q values at 270 K (upper left)
and 290 K (lower right). For each Q value, conformations within Q ± 0.01 were taken to
calculate the average contact strength between every residue pair in the protein.
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Figure 6: Two-dimensional free energy (in unit of kcal/mol) maps as a function of the reaction
coordinate (Q) and the radius of gyration (Rg, in unit of Å) of the protein conformation, for
Trp-Cage at 270 K, 280 K, and 290 K and BBA at 325 K. The free energies were determined
from the joint probability distribution of Q and Rg in the equilibrium ensemble. Some
representative conformations at various free energy minima are also shown in the figure.
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Figure 7: Two-dimensional free energy (in unit of kcal/mol) maps as a function of Q and the
number of NHBs (first row) or the number of N-NHBs (second row) for Trp-Cage at 270 K
(left), 280 K (middle) and 290 K (right). The free energies were determined from the joint
probability distribution of Q and the H-bond count in the equilibrium ensemble.
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Figure 8: Two-dimensional free energy (in unit of kcal/mol) maps as a function of Q and
the Cα RMSD (in unit of Å) for the α-helix (residue 2–9) in Trp-Cage at 270 K (left), 280
K (middle) and 290 K (right). The free energies were determined from the joint probability
distribution of Q and the RMSD in the equilibrium ensemble.
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